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Introduction
The North Harris Trust (The Trust) manages the North Harris Estate on behalf of the
community. The Trust aims to increase employment opportunities, address local housing
needs, and protect and enhance North Harris' cultural and natural heritage. The Trust
recognised the need to extend the 2012 consultation to include the views of local young
people. Sir E Scott School was approached as it is located in Tarbert, within the North Harris
Estate boundary. It was decided that the youth consultation would include all pupils in the
school and not just those pupils living within the North Harris Estate. As pupils from across
Harris were to be consulted, the West Harris Trust was approached to be involved in the
consultation. To include all Community Trust projects on Harris, West Harris Trust projects
were included in the survey.
The objectives of the youth consultation were to:





Engage the young people in the work of the Trusts
Seek feedback on Trust developments to date
Prioritise issues currently affecting young people
Discover potential project ideas

Methodology
The Trust adopted the following methodology in delivering this consultation.





Familiarisation of North Harris Trust and West Harris Trust aims, objectives
and projects.
Preparation of a questionnaire
Creation of a method of collating raw data, based on 2012 consultation
Analysis and presentation of the results

The questionnaire was created with comparable sections to allow cross analysis with the
residents survey (2012). This section highlighted the focuses of the Trusts. It was organised
into 5 areas and then broken down further to include different topics connected to the area in
question.
The questionnaire contained 8 sections









Trust Focus
Completed Projects
Current Projects
Culture and Heritage
Customer Services
Future Projects
3 Main Challenges
Trust Involvement

A copy of the final questionnaire has been provided. Appendix 1 is the Gaelic copy of the
questionnaire and Appendix 2 is the English copy questionnaire.
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Collection of Responses
The responses were completed as part of short class based sessions. The sessions were
run during school time over three days - Wednesday 30th January, Thursday 31st January
and Friday 1st of February. These class sessions were run for each secondary year group
during their PSE class and lasted 35 to 40 minutes. The primary 4 - 7 pupils were consulted
during 30/35 minute sessions.
Responses were returned for all pupils attending the sessions. 128 questionnaires were
returned. There were some pupils off school on the consultation days.
NOTE: throughout the document, as some pupils did not fill in all questions of a section,
percentages shown are of the 128 who took part in the survey. For this reason, some
responses percentages do not all add up to 100%.
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Section 1 - Trust Focus
The pupils were asked their opinion of the different areas that the Trusts are focused on
supporting. 5 different areas were identified as key to the aims of the Trusts – the
community, the environment, culture & heritage, asset management and the economy.
The pupils were asked to rate each topic according to how strongly the topic benefited the
community. They were asked to rate a 1, no benefit at all, up to 6, significant benefit. If they
felt they did not know enough about a topic they were asked to leave the space blank.
121 pupils answered all of the questions. The chart below shows the responses according
to how highly each topic was rated (1-6). The key on the right shows the colour depicting
each rating.
Chart 1
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Chart 1 has highlighted that there was significant support across the different topics of
community development. This was shown by the number of pupils rating a topic a 6. There
was considerable encouragement for the Trusts to continue their efforts to support both
employment and housing. 94% of those surveyed indicated that employment was important
to the community, with 66% indicating significant importance. Similarly, 91% indicated
housing was important to the community, of which, 52% indicated it was significantly
important.
Below is further analysis of pupils’ responses.

Business

% answered

% positive
(4-6)

% significant
(6)

97.66%

89.06%

46.88%
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Employment

97.66%

93.75%

65.63%

Housing

98.44%

90.63%

52.34%

Carbon

96.88%

72.66%

29.69%

Education

94.53%

75.78%

54.69%

Protection

100.00%

83.59%

50.78%

Animals

100.00%

85.94%

50.00%

Plants

99.22%

68.75%

32.81%

Crofting

100.00%

84.38%

35.16%

Gaelic

98.44%

67.19%

28.91%

Festivals

99.22%

78.91%

39.06%

Archaeology

100.00%

57.03%

20.31%

Leases

98.44%

72.66%

21.09%

Buildings

100.00%

82.81%

29.69%

Renewables

98.44%

82.81%

37.50%

Marketing

99.22%

78.91%

24.22%

4 other topics also received significant support (6) - Business support (47%), education
(55%), environmental protection (51%) and support for wildlife/animals (50%). Of the other
topics, 5 received good support with respondents indicating a 4 to 6 - crofting (85%),
festivals (79%), buildings (83%) renewables (83%) and marketing of Harris (79%).
These results showed that the young people support the different areas the Trusts are
investing time and funding to improve. There was less support for Gaelic and archaeology.
Gaelic received support of 67% and archaeology received support of 57. Although these
received the lowest support, the support is considerable.
The results informed us that there were some pupils who felt they did not know enough
about the different topics to comment, in particular regarding the Trusts work in education
and carbon reduction. 8 pupils did not respond to education and 5 did not respond to carbon
reduction.
Overview
The young people have shown that they are aware of the various projects co-ordinated by
the Trusts. Support of over 57% of respondents was given to all topics. Education and
Carbon were noted as having fewer responses due to pupils feeling they did not know
enough about the topics and their effect on the community.
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Section 2 - Completed Projects

The pupils were asked their opinion of the different projects that the Trusts have completed.
The pupils were asked to rate each topic according to how strongly they felt the project
supported the community. They were asked to rate a 1, no benefit at all, up to 6, significant
benefit. If they felt they did not know enough about a topic they were asked to leave the
space blank.
127 pupils answered all of the questions. The chart below shows the responses according to
how highly each topic was rated (1-6). The key on the right shows the colour depicting each
rating.

Chart 2
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Support for all of the completed projects was very positive. Over 70% of pupils scored a 4-6
for all projects. The results indicate that the pupils were in favour of housing projects, with
55% indicating significant support. The pupils also showed their support to the recycling
depot, volunteer groups and youth projects.
Below is further analysis of pupils’ responses.

Housing
Eagle Obs
Volunteer Groups

% answered

% positive
(4-6)

% significant
(6)

100.00%

92.97%

55.47%

100.00%

72.66%

27.34%

100.00%

85.94%

42.97%
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Plantations
Youth Projects
Recycling Depot
Comm Carbon
Path Upgrades

99.22%

76.56%

35.16%

100.00%

85.94%

44.53%

100.00%

89.06%

44.53%

100.00%

82.03%

36.72%

100.00%

75.78%

32.03%

The only project to not receive a 100% response was the plantation project, with 0.78% (1)
of the respondents not answering. The support shown to all of the other completed projects
indicates that the pupils are in favour of the projects and the benefits they have brought to
the community.
The Eagle Observatory did not receive similar support from pupils. 72.66% of pupils were
supportive of the project and only 27.34% of those rated the project as significant (6).

Overview
The results of this section have been notably positive. The pupils have shown their support
for all of the completed projects. In doing so, it has also shown that they feel they are aware
of the projects and their effect on the community. The lower support for the Eagle
Observatory has been noted.
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Section 3 - Current Projects
The pupils were asked their opinion of the different projects the Trusts currently organise.
The pupils were asked to rate each topic according to how strongly they felt the topic
supported the community. They were asked to rate a 1, no benefit at all, up to 6, significant
benefit. If they felt they did not know enough about a topic they were asked to leave the
space blank.
123 pupils answered all of the questions. The chart below shows the responses according to
how highly each topic was rated (1-6). The key on the right shows the colour depicting each
rating.

Chart 3
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Chart 3 shows the responses from pupils were very favourable to all current projects.
Support for projects that provide economic benefit to the community were most popular. The
Community Development Fund, business units, hydro schemes and wind turbine plans all
received support of over 80% of respondents. These projects all provide financial and/or a
comparable boost to businesses in the community.

Below is further analysis of pupils’ responses.

CDF

% answered

% positive
(4-6)

% significant
(6)

97.66%

89.06%

39.06%
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Walk Panels
Business Units
Hydro schemes
Huishinish Dev
Tree Nursery
Path Upgrades
Wind Turbines
Gunnera

99.22%

79.69%

26.56%

98.44%

88.28%

37.50%

97.66%

85.94%

42.19%

96.09%

75.00%

30.47%

99.22%

78.13%

35.94%

97.66%

73.44%

29.69%

99.22%

87.50%

40.63%

98.44%

78.91%

45.31%

All projects but one, the path upgrade plans, received pupil support of 75% or more. The
lowest support was for the Path upgrades which received support of 40% from respondent.
The respondents showed significant support for gunnera eradication, hydro schemes and
wind turbine projects.

Overview
The pupils have shown that they are supportive of all current projects the Trusts are
engaged in. The pupils have highlighted their awareness of Trust projects and the effect the
projects have on the community. Pupil support has been notable for projects which provide
economic benefit to the community.
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Section 4 - Culture and Heritage
The pupils were asked their opinions of the different projects the Trusts are engaged in to
benefit the culture and heritage of Harris.
The pupils were asked to rate each topic according to how strongly they felt the topic
supported the community. They were asked to rate a 1, no benefit at all, up to 6, significant
benefit. If they felt they did not know enough about a topic they were asked to leave the
space blank.
125 pupils answered all of the questions. The chart below shows the responses according to
how highly each topic was rated (1-6). The key on the right shows the colour depicting each
rating.

Chart 4
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Chart 4 shows the responses by pupils to be favourable to all of the project areas. The
response from the pupils regarding the festivals was very positive. 92% of all respondents
were in favour of continuing the festival projects. The festivals in question are the Harris
Mountain Festival, organised by the North Harris Trust, and the Beach Festival, organised by
the West Harris Trust.

The response by pupils regarding the 3 other project areas were very similar.

Below is further analysis of pupils’ responses.

Crofting Connections
Gàidhlig

% answered

% positive
(4-6)

% significant
(6)

97.66%

78.91%

24.22%

97.66%

78.13%

40.63%
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Guided Walks
Festivals

99.22%

78.91%

24.22%

99.22%

92.19%

54.69%

Pupils were also asked to share their ideas for events to be run at the festivals and any other
projects to promote the culture and heritage of the areas. 60 pupils responded with a wide
range of answer. Below is a word cloud of the responses. In order to fully utilise the word
cloud programme, similar responses were standardised.
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The pupils have suggested a wide range of events and activities. These suggestions have
appeal for various groups within the community. The most notable is the request for surfing
sessions and for a music festival. The surfing sessions have been planned for both the
beach and mountain festivals.

Overview
The pupils have shown support for projects organised by the Trusts which support culture
and heritage in the area. The pupils have shown they felt that they knew sufficient
information about the projects. The pupils suggested a wide range o activities and events for
the festivals. These suggested activities and events would appeal to a wide audience and
not just the pupils themselves.
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Section 5 - Customer Services
The pupils were asked to rate the different methods of communicating with the Trusts. The
pupils were asked to rate a 1 to indicate they would not use this method of communication,
up to 6 to indicate their preferred method of communication. If they felt they did not know
enough about a method of contact, they were asked to leave the space blank.
123 pupils answered all of the questions. The chart below shows the responses according to
how highly the pupils rated a method of communication. The key on the right shows the
colour depicting each rating.

Chart 5
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The results in chart 5 have shown that the pupils are more in favour of electronic means of
communication with the Trusts. 85% of pupils indicated they were in favour of using the
Trusts’ websites in order to keep up to date with the work of the Trusts. They also showed
the preferred other electronic means of connection with email/phone and facebook both
receiving 78% of the respondents indicating favourably.

Email/Phone
Visit the Office
Website
Local Newspaper
Facebook

% answered

% positive
(4-6)

% significant
(6)

96.09%

78.13%

32.03%

98.44%

73.44%

23.44%

98.44%

85.16%

40.63%

97.66%

74.22%

34.38%

97.66%

78.91%

42.19%
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A space was provided for pupils to share ideas the Trusts could implement to encourage
more young people to discover and become involved in the work of the Trusts. 30 pupils
responded with a wide range of answers. Below is a word cloud of the responses. In order to
fully utilise the word cloud programme, similar responses were standardised.

The pupils have shown that they would like a newsletter from the Trusts for them to keep up
to date. They also would like to have the option to keep up to date via Twitter.

Overview
The pupils have shown that they are interested in learning about the work of the Trusts. The
pupils knew about the majority of the methods of communication used by the Trusts. They
have provided thoughtful and easy to implement options for the Trusts to look into using in
future.
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Section 6 - Future Projects
The pupils were asked their opinion of the different projects that the Trusts are looking to
develop. The pupils were asked to rate each topic according to how strongly they felt the
topic supported the community. They were asked to rate a 1, no benefit at all, up to 6,
significant benefit. If they felt they did not know enough about a topic they were asked to
leave the space blank.
124 pupils answered all of the questions. The chart below shows the responses according to
how highly each topic was rated (1-6). The key on the right shows the colour depicting each
rating.

Chart 6
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Chart 6 shows us that the pupils are in favour of the 3 main areas of potential development.
The support for these project areas all show significant support from the pupils. All three
suggested projects received support from over 80% of pupils, of which, over 43% indicated
significant support.

New woodland
Extend Woodland
Youth Involvement

% answered

% positive

% significant (6)

96.88%

84.38%

44.53%

96.88%

85.16%

43.75%

96.88%

83.59%

47.66%

4 pupils did not answer this part of the survey. Of the 124 who did respond, their answers
show clear support for the proposed projects.
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Pupils were provided with space to add in their suggestions for future projects. 63 pupils
responded with a wide range of answer. Below is a word cloud of the responses. In order to
fully utilise the word cloud programme, similar responses were standardised.
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The majority of pupils who responded indicated strong support to develop a mountain bike
trail/park for the Harris area. Other ideas were focused around wildlife or nature.
Overview
The pupils have again shown that they are supportive of the Trust projects. They have
shared their ideas and are very positive about future development. The pupils’ support for a
mountain bike facilities project is clear.
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Section 7 - 3 Main Challenges
Pupils were provided with space to write what they see as the 3 main challenges to living in
the area. The pupils were asked to think about living here if they were to live in the area for
the next 10 years and the challenges would they face. Below is a word cloud for these
responses. 83 pupils responded with a wide range of answers. In order to fully utilise the
word cloud programme, similar responses were standardised.

The word cloud shows that many pupils agreed that employment and housing were pressing
issues on Harris. The internet was highlighted a major challenge for many, specifically the
low speed. The lack of recreational facilities for young people in the area was reiterated by
many pupils.
Transportation issues throughout Harris were raised. Pupils noted that the economy and the
environment added challenges to life on Harris.
Overview
The pupils have revealed their understanding of the housing and employment issues in the
area. The pupils also noted that the lack of recreational facilities in the area is a significant
challenge for them. Transport issues have also been noted.
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Section 8 - Trust Involvement
Pupils were provided with space to add in their suggestions for involving pupils in the work of
the Trusts. Below is a word cloud of these responses. 23 pupils responded with answers. In
order to fully utilise the word cloud programme, similar responses were standardised.

The pupils who responded were, overall, positive about the possibility of becoming involved
in the way the Trusts are run. There was one comment by a pupil stating that if there was a
junior council/board then there was a chance of not being taken seriously. The other pupils
were very much in favour of a junior council/board to be involved in the work of the Trusts.
The pupils also indicated an interest in a youth members’ club.
Overview
The pupils who responded, on the whole, were positive and enthusiastic about the possibility
of youth membership and the creation of a youth council/board to be part of the working of
the Trusts in order to share their ideas and have a say in the development of their
community.
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Summary
The consultation has shown that there is a clear understanding and appreciation of the
Trusts by the pupils of Sir E Scott School. They have been honest and open in their
responses. The responses have highlighted issues that they see as part of the community.
The pupils have shared their support for the projects the Trusts have completed. They also
share their support for current and future projects which are aimed at developing and
assisting the various aims and objectives of the Trusts.
The issues facing communities on Harris are understood by the pupils, particularly the senior
pupils. Their understanding of the issues and the way the Trusts are focused on change has
been encouraging. The pupils' awareness of these issues and have provided suggestions for
future projects.
The interest shown in forming a youth council/board and creating youth membership was
very encouraging. This highlights the enthusiasm of the pupils in the future of the Trusts and
the communities they serve. The interest in a youth club, based on the work of the Trusts
has been well represented.
The interest and support of the pupils is clearly shown throughout the survey responses.
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